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Relax, close past and future targets. 

Start 6:17 PM. 

There is a bucket here. Things, little yellow things are jumping up and back down 
from the bucket like little goldfish jumping happily up from a water bucket, but I 
have not yet seen any water in the bucket. It looks very busy, like a bunch of 
fleas jumping up. Or perhaps like a frying pan with jumping butter. We go down 
into the bucket and it turns out to be a pipe that we can go down into. The walls 
of the bucket pipe are very thin. 

Very solid sturdy material up forward on the right side. 

We are in a great big hurry here to get down into the bucket pipe. 

The goldfish are jumping. We are in a great big hurry here. 

There is a lot of open air in the main space at 2097. We are up in the air. We are 
falling down through the air, the jumping into the bucket pipe is that. 

2 We fall through the air. 
0 Blue and black rock down below. 
9 The golden fish that are jumping, many little things. 
7 The fall down, the smooth slippery surfaces of the inside of the barrel bucket 
pipe. 

9 The thin air above. 
9 Something crusty on the floor right side. 
3 The thin golden item that is being held above the bucket. 
2 The curve that our item makes as it moves with a screeching halt like hitting 
the brakes. 

We are feeling very stressed here. Ok so I am high up in the air and there are 
significant things down below. Stay up here and look down to see: Something 
fell down from the sky to down there. The thing that fell was in a great big hurry 
to get there. There is a golden crown hovering in the air. 



Investigate the golden crown: It fell, it wants to go down there. The golden ring 
crown feels very hot. And something went through it like through a hoop. There 
is pain and heat and stress at it. Something crashed down from the sky. There is 
an upside down cone shaped funnel or pipe. 

There is movement at the crown ring. There are many little red gems around the 
top of the crown. The red things feel loose, not attached. We are falling through 
the sky into a cone shape. 

There is stress and human emotions inside the cone. 

Probe the jumping goldfish: They are tear shaped like large drops or blobs. The 
red gem is shaking, moving, it has some force in it. Aha, the red gems on the 
top of the crown are the same element as the goldfish jumping up and down. We 
have to go down from the sky. The red gems are moving about, they are not 
sitting still, they are same as the goldfish jumping. They are going downward in 
toward the cone. 

Stress. Hurry. Unable to go back up. 

02 in the time stamp for the target reveals red sparks. Something feels broken 
or crashed. Electrical sparks making a coarse sparks sound. Stress. Urgency. 
Something went down and crashed and became broken. People feel stress and 
upset down below. 

There is a huge massive crash! 

9:24 PM First time EVER in RV: I turn classical music on. It does influence the 
connections forming in my brain I can tell as I listen to the music, but I am still 
able to get impressions. I turned on the music mostly out of boredom. There is a 
massive crash. On the floor plane, red things are dancing jumping up and back 
down. They jump up from a hot yellow glowing crown. The red things are part of 
an engine. Something was in a real big hurry to travel. There is human pain 
down below. 

There is a massive black block on the right side. 

There are people down below inside the circle crown loop. 

Touch the people down below: They don't feel well, they are feeling smashed. 
There is fuel, benzene, at the golden ring with the jumping red pieces. 

There is some kind of crash and that causes the red embers on the ground to 
jump up and back down again. There are people here and they are very worried. 

There are people down below and they are worried and shouting a bit. There is a 



crash boom down below and there are people there. The ground is shaking, the 
ground makes one violent kaboom up and then back down again. People are 
running down below. The people feel trapped. Something crashed down here. 
That which crashed is found further down in the bucket funnel. 

We are way high up in the sky and something up in the sky is going to burn a 
mark down below. Shaking. The red points are connected to people. The red 
thing people jump up into the air when the ground makes a kaboom. People 
under the red points are in panic. There is a crash and a collision. At first we 
were flying like in an airplane. 

The whole ground buckles bounces upward like a membrane and the many little 
red things that are on it bounce up into the air and then fall back down again. 
What could this be? It is a crash. Ouch, it is hot. 

With this target I start out up in the sky flying. And I feel worry and concern 
from people down below. And we have the red pieces. A black V-shaped thing 
falls down into the ground, it is like a stealth plane. This V-shape is the same as 
the funnel cone shaped bucket. There is heat right under the black V-shape, 
those are the red pieces. Something fell down at the ground further down. 

The red pieces are attached on top of the people that are screaming. It is as if 
people are incinerated. The red things jump up into the air because the ground 
below them buckles bounces up and then the red things fall back down again, 
because something crashed down from the sky, that which crashed down was 
black or dark brown. The people fell down, they crashed. The red things are in 
pain. 

The sky is a big part of this target, let us not forget that. I expect the target 
picture to be to a large portion the air above. And we have the burning red 
embers down below. And lots of people walking around down there. We are 
dealing with something that fell down from the sky. And created a kaboom once 
it fell on the ground. There is also the V-shape at the ground. And something 
that fell down into the V-shape cone. There are people around the V-shape. The 
people were pressed into the V-shape. People were pushed into the ground with 
the V-shape. 

Oh wow! There was a huge crash kaboom down there! I was busy being up in 
the air calmly wondering why we are up in the air when suddenly a huge crash 
kaboom down below made my body almost jump and it startled me! 

I am on the ground studying the red embers when my body gets pulled along 
the ground and taken down into the funnel. I go back to the ground level and 
walk on all fours to the edge to look down into the funnel. There is an explosion 



down there, and it fell from the sky. I find the golden crown ring and it jumps up 
bounces up and back down. 

There is mechanics and electronics down below in the funnel. Why does the 
ground buckle up and back down again and those red things on it are bouncing 
up and back down? What is that motion all about? What are we dealing with 
here, what do we have? 

They are making explosives in the ground, that is why the ground bounces up! 
Heat, burning, glow, the red in V-shape, and I feel pain. 

Why are things jumping down into the V-shaped bucket? What jumps up and 
back down again? 

I find the golden crown ring again. Probe: I caught a real smell of burning, not 
like an RV smell but a real smell in my nose!! What we have is a crash site. 

Notes: Start 6:17 PM
11:23 PM End session

Choice: Energy (crash)

We start out high up in the sky. A black or dark brown object is flying and it 
crashes down to the ground. The crash causes a huge kaboom and explosion. 
There is a V-shape in the ground at the crash site. A hot, golden yellow crown or 
ring at the crash site, several red glowing hot embers jump up into the air and 
fall back down again due to the crash impact, the crash causes the ground to 
buckle up, it is a huge explosion in the ground. There are people down below the 
red embers, the people feel panic, stress, hectic, and pain.

Feedback: The target is Algerian desert, category is land. I don't see a 
correlation between my report and the feedback. The road on the picture might 
be the black tall rectangle I drew, other than that, perhaps the heat is there, but 
no crash and such? No red embers? I don't know what to make of it, the 
evidence for remote viewing is not compelling or sufficient in this case. 

2097 - 9932
ELEMENTS LISTING

IE. Bucket. Or pipe. It has very thin walls. We can jump into it. We are in a great 
big hurry to get down into the bucket pipe. 
SE. Or upside down cone shaped funnel. 



IE. Many little yellow like goldfish are jumping up from the bucket and landing 
back down again. Looks very busy like a bunch of fleas jumping up. Or like a 
frying pan with jumping butter. 
SE. Tear shaped like large drops or blobs. 

IE. Solid sturdy material up ahead on the right side. 

IE. We are in a great big hurry here. 
SE. Stress and human emotions are in the cone. There is human pain down 
below. 

IE. Large open air space above main area. 

IE. We jump down through the air, falling down through the air, into the bucket 
pipe. 

IE. Golden crown or other thin item that hovers above the bucket opening. 
SE. It feels very hot. Something went through it like through a hoop. There is 
pain and heat and stress at it. 

IE. Screeching halt the curve made by something that moved and hit the brakes. 

SE. Something fell down from the sky to down there. It was in a great big hurry 
to get there. Something crashed down from the sky. 

SE. Many little red gems or things around the top of the crown ring. The red 
things feel loose, not attached. Shaped like large drops. 
SE. They are red sparks. The red things are part of an engine. 

SE. Something feels broken and crashed. Something crashed, there is a huge 
massive crash! 

IE. Massive black block on the right side. 

IE or SE. People down below the circle. The people feel very worried. 

IE or SE. At first we were flying like in an airplane. 
SE. Black V-shaped airplane or something like a stealth airplane falls down. 

CONNECTIONS

Red gems on top of crown same as goldfish jumping up and down

V-shaped cone bucket would be same as the V-shaped front of a black stealth 
airplane that fell down


